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About Café Deli


Café Deli Restaurant was founded in the year 2007 with the key desire to appreciate our motherland by fashioning her indigenous cuisines. Through this, we also provide global cuisines with a Kenyan touch. Therefore, our mission is to be the destination for Kenyan and international cuisine.


Our Leadership


Café Deli Restaurant is stewarded by capable and strong leaders. Our vision lays out the blueprint and foundation for this company with which we have thrived and weathered any storm. With the key mission of being the destination of authentic Kenyan and international cuisine, strong leadership in each department is steering towards the realization of this.
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+
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+
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+
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                                Fast Delivery

                            

                            

                            Everything you order at Cafe Deli will be quickly delivered to your door.

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                fresh food

                            

                            

                            We use only the best ingredients to cook the tasty fresh food for you.

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                experienced chefs

                            

                            

                            Our staff consists of chefs and cooks with years of experience.

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            

                            
                                a variety of dishes

                            

                            

                            In our menu you’ll find a wide variety of dishes, desserts, and drinks.
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order online
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                        Chief Executive Officer
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                        Executive Chef
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                        Awards

                        We are glad to offer our visitors high-quality services.
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                                The Best restaurant in the Area

                                Thanks very much it was amazing. Thankyou for everything. The food was incredible and your staff were all lovely and did a great job. Lots of our family and friends commented on how lovely they were and how great the service was.” Kind regards

                            

                            By Emily Wilson
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                                Amazing services

                                We had the best time. Thanks so much for catering. The service was absolutely fantastic and so was all the food! We can’t thank you enough!!!! All the staff did such a great job!! We had compliments about it all night! Thanks for making our night perfect!” Kind regards

                            

                            By Ann Carlson
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                                You are the Best!

                                Cafe Deli is my favorite burger joint. They grind their beef fresh everyday – and their french fries are homemade. I have not been disappointed yet.

                            

                            By Faith M
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                                Magnificent Dinner

                                “Thank you and all your staff, front and back of house for a magnificent dinner. Everything came together perfectly and everyone had a great night. The thought and creativity put into the menu reflects the high standard of the restaurant. Please pass on the congratulations to all staff.”

                            

                            By Terry M
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                                Awesone Services

                                “We were delighted with the service and food that you provided. We feel it was good value for money and we will have no hesitation in visiting you again and again. Again thank you very much.”

                            

                            By Joseph K
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                            Café Deli Restaurant was founded in the year 2007 with the key desire to appreciate our motherland by fashioning her indegenous cuisines. Through this we also provide global cuisines with a Kenyan touch. Therefore, our mission is to be the destination for kenyan cuisine and international cuisine.

                            	
                                    
                                        Address:

                                        
                                            Located along Moi Avenue, Opposite Union Towers

                                        

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Email:

                                        town@cafedeli.co.ke

                                    

                                
	
                                    
                                        Phone:

                                        0710 465 291

                                    

                                


                        

                        
                            Our menu

                            	Breakfast
	Drinks
	Cakes
	Main Dishes


                            Opening Hours

                            	
                                    

                                    Mon - Sun: 6:30am - 10:00pm
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